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ABSTRACT
BPH is the most common disease in an aging male affecting 50% at 60yrs , 90% at
80yrs of age. The most common symptoms being not only voiding symptoms but also
storage and post micturition symptoms affecting quality of life. Inspite of various
techniques used in treatment of BPH; TURP is still the Gold standard surgery. So we
have conducted an study to assess the grading of BPH and studied the indications for
surgery in BPH patients based on IPSS and assessed the improvement in IPSS after
TURP.
Keywords: BPH – Benign prostatic hyperplasia, IPSS- International Prostatic Symptom
Score, TURP- Transurethral Resection of Prostate. LUTS- Lower Urinary Tract
Symptoms, QOL- Quality of Life.
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INTRODUCTION
Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) also known as benign prostatic hypertrophy, benign
enlargement of the prostate (BEP), and adenofibromyomatous hyperplasia, refers to the
increase in size of the prostate. It is characterized by hyperplasia of prostatic stromal
and epithelial cells, resulting in the formation of large, fairly discrete nodules in the
periurethral region of the prostate. When sufficiently large, the nodules compress the
urethral canal to cause partial, or sometimes virtually complete obstruction of the
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urethra, which interferes with normal flow of urine and leads to obstructive & irritative
voiding symptoms, collectively referred to as lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS).
BPH is one of the most common diseases among ageing men, affects 1,2 more than
half of men aged older than 50 years and nearly 90% of men over 80 years. BPH is
one of the major causes of LUTS in men. LUTS are categorized into three groups of
symptoms, i.e., voiding
(reduced urinary stream, intermittency, hesitancy, straining,
terminal dribble), storage symptoms (frequency, nocturia, urgency, overflow
incontinence), and post micturition symptoms (sensation of incomplete emptying, post
micturition dribble.[3] The AUA Symptom Index (AUASI) and International Prostate
Symptom Score (IPSS) are now considered the gold standard measurement tools for the
assessment of BPH symptoms and response to treatment.[4]
The AUASI is a standardized, validated, and reliable selfadministered questionnaire that
utilizes 7 questions to assess the frequency and severity of a patient's obstructive and
irritative symptoms, with each question scored on a scale of 0 (not at all) to 5 (almost
always). Total scores on the AUASI can range from 0 less/819/20-- 35; a score of 7 or
35 represents patients with mild/moderate and severe symptoms respectively.[5] The IPSS
uses the same 7 questions as the AUASI, with an additional question that is designed
to address the degree of "bother" (quality of life) associated with the patient's urinary
symptoms (measured on a scale of 0 to 6 — delighted to terrible). Available treatment
options directed at decreasing LUTS and improving quality of life include: medical
therapy, minimally invasive therapy, and surgical intervention.[6] The present study aims
to assess enlargement & grading of BPH, to study the indications for surgery in BPH
patients based on IPSS and to assess the improvement in IPSS after TURP.
MATERIALS & METHODS
A prospective observational study of 60 patients was done, who underwent TURP for
BPH in Dept of Urology in super speciality hospital, Khammam Mamata and IPSS score
was recorded in all the patients before and 6 weeks after TURP in a period of 2
years(October 2019October 2021).
RESULTS
The age group of patients was in the range of 50 to 80 years, with 22 cases in the
age group of 60 to 69 years accounting for 37% of total cases with a mean age of
65.9 ± Pre9.1 years. operatively all the 60 cases were categorized as severely
symptomatic IPSS group (score 20preoperative IPSS being 25.2 ± 35) with mean 2.26,
which when assessed 6 weeks after TURP reduced to a mildly symptomatic group in 52
cases (86%) with a mean post-operative score of 7.2 Post± 2.68. operatively after
TURP in all the patients (60 cases, 100%) the obstructive symptoms were found to
have a greater improvement than irritative obstructive symptoms score presymptoms. The
mean operatively was 14.6 ± which reduced to a mean score of 2.26 ± 1.85 post1.8,
operatively after TURP. The mean 10.56 ± irritative symptoms score pre1.52, which after
TURP decreased post mean score of 4.9 operatively was operatively to a ± 1.7. The mean
score of quality of life pre which when assessed post-- operatively was 4.1 ± 1.1,
operatively after TURP had a mean score of 0.9 ± 0.8. Of all the seven symptoms of
IPSS, nocturia was found to have least improvement with TURP having a mean
preoperative score of 3.8 ± 0.86 which when assessed 6 weeks after TURP had a mean
post-operative score of 1.76 ± 1.19. The outcome of TURP was considered favorable in
86% cases (52cases).
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Figure 1: ?

Figure 2: ?
DISCUSSION
The aims of treatment of BPH include the following: alleviation of LUTS, elimination
of hematuria secondary to BPH, improvement of bladder emptying, prevention of
progression of LUTS, relief of acute urinary retention (AUR), and prevention of
development of AUR,[8] Pharmacological treatment, including α1 and 5α reductasereceptor
antagonists inhibitors, has been the standard first treatment for BPH.[9] line However,
surgical treatment for BPH is still required. For patients with very bothersome
symptoms who may wish to pursue the most effective treatment as a primary treatment,
pharmacological treatments may not be viewed as a requirement. Many types of
minimally invasive treatments, have been introduced; however, the safety and efficacy
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of these other methods are controversial, compared to TURP. Despite advancements in
techniques for performance of minimally invasive surgical procedures, TURP remains
the gold standard surgical intervention for treatment of BPH.[10] According to a number of
reports, the chance for improvement of a patients’ symptoms after TURP was a mean
of 88% with a 7096% confidence interval. This was significantly better than the outcomes
of other minimally invasive procedures.[11] BPH patients with more severe IPSS (≥17)
and a larger prostate volume (＞40 ml) have a higher risk of having to undergo
surgical treatment suggesting that the IPSS and treatment.[12] prostate volume may be
useful predictors at the initial visit for surgical • We observed significant improvement
in the mean change in both obstructive and irritative obstructive symtoms symptoms after
TURP, but were improved more better than irritative symptoms as TURP decreases the
size of prostate thereby alleviating obstructive symptoms rather than irritative symptoms.

Figure 3: ?

Figure 4: ?
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CONCLUSION
The present study concluded that despite the availability of various medical &
minimally invasive surgical modalities even today TURP still remains the gold
standard procedure for patients with clinically proven BPH. IPSS was of immense help
in evaluating the efficacy of TURP with respect to following: a. All the patients were
in severely symptomatic group as per IPSS preoperatively and post operatively all the
patients had improvement in their symptoms with majority of the patients being in the
mildly symptomatic group. b. The quality of life of all the patients improved after
TURP when assessed using QOL score. c. The improvement in the obstructive symptoms
was greater than d. irritative Nocturia symptoms after TURP was the symptom that improved
least with TURP in comparison with other symptoms.
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